Everything in view
The H-Level sensor
from Haberkorn

Reliable filling level measurment
with H-Level
Do you store your lubricants in tank systems or tank containers? Then you’ll probably be familiar with the great drawback of established practice: you or your personnel have to manually
read off the filling level in the respective vessel – then, if that’s only done infrequently or gets
forgotten altogether, there’s a big risk that the tank is suddenly empty and the product is no
longer available when needed.
Haberkorn has the solution:
With the H-Level sensor, we offer you a measuring module that detects the level in your tank
on a daily basis. This reading can then be viewed via a dashboard on your PC, laptop, tablet or
smartphone.
Once a previously defined tank level is reached, an order from Haberkorn is triggered automatically – so you don’t even have to get your fingers dirty!

Key data at a glance
Know where things stand,
also on your PC and mobile device

Continuous replenishment
An end to empty tanks

Perfect technology
Under constant control

Key data at a glance –
on the tank, PC and mobile device
Filling levels are updated and documented on a daily basis. That’s how easy permanent monitoring can
be. Various analyses, such as consumption history, average consumption and more, can be performed
with just a few clicks and are readily accessible via your personal dashboard.
Your benefits at a glance
• Measurement results are recorded daily and orders triggered when necessary
• No manual reading needed, but also possible direct on H-Level if required
• Documentation and transparency regarding filling level development

Continuous replenishment –
exactly timed
Reduce administrative effort and unplanned additional costs with express deliveries, for instance. With
H-Level, Haberkorn makes your entire ordering process more efficient. You save time while optimising
order placement timing and inventory levels as well as reducing potential sources of error (such as
ordering the wrong product or the incorrect amount).
Your benefits at a glance
• Optimised order placement timing
• Savings in administrative effort
• Filling levels can be determined from many different locations using PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone

Perfect technology –
convenient and tested
The wireless transmission of measurement data uses GSM. This also ensures permanent monitoring
to check that the device is functioning correctly. In the case of the battery-operated version of H-Level
from Haberkorn, it is also possible to keep an eye on the battery status at all times. Contactless measurement using ultrasound means there are no ageing problems, which can be the case with mechanical
measuring components, for instance.
Your benefits at a glance
• The device completely replaces manual solutions such as gauges
• Permanent device monitoring with heartbeat function
• Automatic triggering of orders

Interview
Matthias Paseka
Lubricant Expert

Which customers is H-Level suitable for?
H-Level was specially created for companies that store lubricants in tanks. These are then filled on site
from our tanker truck. Our lubricant experts are also pleased to provide advice on the purchase of new
tanks.
How much work is involved in starting up the system at the customer’s site?
H-Level works with contactless ultrasound technology, we just need a free tank cover on the top of the
tank where we can screw-fit the device. A power connection near the tank is helpful – but if that’s not
the case, we also have a battery-operated version. The measurement data is then transmitted wirelessly using GSM.
To sum up: what are the biggest advantages for the customer?
The customer saves the work of regularly checking the level inside the tank manually and ordering
when required – both jobs are taken care of by H-Level. This also increases the security of always having enough lubricant in the tank and replenishing at the right time.
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It’s this easy
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Ongoing consumption
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Daily measurement
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Automatic reordering
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Reliability of supply

Regular use of lubricants by your personnel.

H-Level transmits the filling level on a daily basis.

Once a defined level is reached in the tank,
an order from Haberkorn is triggered.

Haberkorn delivers the lubricant and
fills your tank.
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